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GTB TF CoP

- In average 16 experts from Industry and Testhouses participated

**Target:**

to clarify and simplify the test procedures in Reg.123 (AFS) and to update text with new CoP procedure (69.GRE).
Current Work:

- include in Reg.123 the new GRE CoP procedure similar to Reg.112 change
  
  *(agreed in GRE 69: ECE/ TRANS/ WP.29/ GRE/ 2013/ 37)*

- create simplified photometric CoP tables for each class (C,V,W,E,R,R_{ADB}) with applicable 0%/20%/30% limits

- clarify which tests are necessary for CoP testing and which are necessary for type approval testing
Work in Detail:

- update paragraph 9 and Annex 7 with new new GRE CoP procedure
  
  *(GRE 69: ECE/TRANS/39/29/ GRE/ 2013/ 37)*

- define which tests are applicable for CoP
  
  - Photometry according to new CoP Tables in Annex 5
  - Colour
  - Stability of Cut-Off (Annex 4)

- include simplified CoP Tables for Photometry in Annex 5 for each Class/Mode
  
  - Class C / Class E / Class V / Class W / Class R / R<sub>ADB</sub>
THANK YOU!